7th - 8th MARCH 2019

CARNIVAL CREW PARTY
FRIDAY 8TH MARCH
20:00 - 00:00

THE SINT MAARTEN RENDEZVOUS 2019
ACREW and Yacht Club Port de Plaisance expect over 350 crew members from
50 superyachts to participate in one of the most lively of our events on the 7th and
8th March 2019. Become a part of one of the busiest crew events in St Maarten
with crew being shuttled from all over the island. Improve your skills through
valuable workshops from some of the leading superyacht businesses over all
departments and mix and mingle with crew members and captains from every
marina on the island.

PROGRAMME OF ACTIVITIES
DAY 1

7th MARCH

DAY 2

8th MARCH
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14:00
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12:30
14:00
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BREAKFAST
WORKSHOPS
CREW LUNCHES
WORKSHOPS
CREW DRINKS

BREAKFAST
WORKSHOPS
CREW LUNCHES
CREW CHALLENGE
CARNIVAL CREW PARTY

CREW CHALLENGE

THE NAPA QR SCAVENGER HUNT
Join us to compete in the ultimate crew scavenger hunt with a twist! Race against rival
yachts and crew, making sure your team are the first to accomplish challenges in this
extreme modern day treasure hunt for a chance to win epic prizes.
Select your squad of 3-4 crew carefully and quickly navigate your way across Port de
Plaisance, from water balloon games to puzzles, this unpredictable and fast challenge is
the ultimate title to win and take back onboard for your crew and your Yacht.

CARNIVAL CREW PARTY

“Ain’t no carnival like a SXM Carnival”...
Raise a glass with your crew at our biggest celebration to date, back by popular demand
the legendary Soggy Dollar crew look forward to hosting you at this year’s SXM Carnival
Crew Party. Enjoy crisp cold drinks and a packed line-up of music, where you can groove
the night away listening to sweet sounds of DJ Dani L Mebius.

FIND OUT MORE AT
WWW.ACREW.COM

